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designed and built for a private client to 
serve as a temporary shade pavilion for a 
wedding ceremony in Edgerton Park, in New 
Haven Connecticut (an Olmsted planned land-
scape). This deployable structure aims to cre-
ate a floated shelter which avoids imposing 
any loads to the ground, which traditional 
structures require. Instead it proposes a well-
fabricated balloon, which is filled with Helium 
to raise the imposed loads of fabric veils and 
any possible dynamic environmental loads to-
ward the sky. 
Buoyancy is achieved through the efficient 
harnessing of a noble gas. The idea of ‘Flesh’ 
is explored through the pavilions possible 
functions and effects, by which an abstracted 
mass can impose on fabric surfaces in both re-
laxation and tension. It is within this dialogue 
of the helium container and the loads that we 
can test possible architectural and spatial ef-
fects, with articulation between Balloon edges 
and fabric veils exploring the possibilities in 
which the complex surface veils are relaxed 
or in tension in double curvature configura-
tions.
Making use of the method of reversing load 
bearing systems, the form of the pavilion is 
defined by geometrically precise formwork 
that is then fabricated with randomly varying 
edges both for the horizontal balloon and the 
PVC pipes on the ground to allow for varied 
functions at different heights, climates and lo-
cations.   Since the surrounding environment 
and microclimate fluctuate in every 24 hours 
cycle, our studies found that the floating pa-
vilion will experience many buoyant conditions 
which are unique however steady. 

Metaphorically, Floatastic envisioned to be a 
surrealistic and breathtaking imitation of the 
Jellyfish that appear alive and tries to swim 
against the external forces in the water.  How-
ever, rather than being in the water, Floatastic 
questions its audiences to unconsciously know 
if they are floating in the sea or on the ground. 

FLOATASTIC! | New Have Summer 2013 Pavilion                   



The VV  industrial trade 
center is a projrct in the 
metropolitan of Tehran 
which can affect on it’s 
texture. So the entrance 
to Tehran and to this pro-
ject are the important key 
points of the design. In 
designing the internation-
al (melli) industrial trade 
center, two approaches 
are considered in making 
the main concept. Defining 
an architecture in accord-
ance with the Iranian iden-
tityAnd defining a creative 
and avangard architec-
ture which is a symbol of 
an industry in Tehran
Iranian melli industrial 
center is a project in urban 
scale. Thus,the idea of ira-
nean bazaar as a  main 
structure of the city and 
according the expected 
trade spaces defines the 
character of the project
Subtracting the mass of 
the Iranian (charsoogh) in 
bazaar in consideration to 
light and meaning, makes 
the industrial space in the 
upper levels
Examining the project con-
dition and the residential 
zone, makes an internal 
design and the interior 
garden inevitable

Iran International Industrial Trade Center| Competition 2nd Prize Winner| Mahdi Alibakhshian - Hadi Motevalli



During the day, the interaction between 
water vapor, prevailing winds, sun light, 
and shadow space below the roof will ef-
fectively produce a space in which each 
person can potentially have a unique ex-
perience that is different from the previ-
ous, or the next.
In terms of feasibility and buildibility, the 
aggregation of tubes uses a surficial load 
transformation as opposed to a conven-
tional post and beam system which dis-
tributes loads linearly on bearings. The 
Ice Cave’s structural system acts as a three 
dimensional matt, which will avoid the dig-
ging of a typical foundation system. The 
woven ribbon plates are mechanically 
fastened with screws to the tubes to al-
low for the volumetric aggregation of the 
form. This aggregation system can then be 
manipulated to create various heights for 
each tube member, which consequently 
will provide a unique and interesting roof 
texture thus producing a free standing self 
organized structural system.  
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Governors’ Island  Summer Pavilion2013| Competition Entry | Mahdi Alibakhshian



Load bearing/transformation studies 

Material Studies

Detail Studies

Fabrication Process

APPLIED RESEARCH THROUGH FABRICATION

Introducing the materials

The start point Finding a 
strange material which in-
herits valuable quality for  
producing complex self-orga-
nized structure was the start 
point. The porous Aluminum 
form allusion company with 
such a cheap price ranges 
of only $32 for each 4” by 
8” sheets.it is also has the 
adoptability to be curved or 
morphed. Distributing the 
loads over any square inches 
of its area, Allusion alumi-
num transfers load stresses 
both in tension and pressure. 
Aside from porous alumi-
num, as ceramic designer, I 
am always curious to know 
the possibilities of bring-
ing glass technology to the 
world of digital fabrication. 
Doing some researches and 
teaming up with glass art-
ists, we explored the process 
of glass blowing/fabrication. 
The question was how the 
glass can sit with aluminum 
mostly from a melted hot 
condition to a formed solid 
glass. Depending on the scale 
and dimension of our instal-
lation we explored studding 
the glass application process. 
Being more specific with the 
quality of glass and designing 
more fluid form components 
we figured out that acrylic 
behaves better than glass. In 
its melting condition acrylic 
is more capable to produce 
interesting random behaviors 
for producing solid shapes. 
Also it is not as brittle as 
glass; yet stiff enough in 
tolerating tension and com-
pression for structural appli-
cations.  

Research Through Fabrication
When it came to propose a research base approach in fabrication through digital approaches,  our approach remained on understanding the essence of materials in a bottomed up process. It started from researches through various materials, joints, colors, textures, smell, melting temperature. Because 
of understanding material behavior while they are converting from one condition to another, their reactions with neighbor material was the next question to figure out.   Expansions and shrinkage and their connection systems was also a very main criteria to research for. 

Connections - Fabricating a Component
Two offsets of  layers of Alusion aluminum stacked to hot moldable acrylic at the temperature of 300 degree there is a potential for producing a new moldable shape of acrylic. Similar to the behavior of waffle maker, upon compressing porous aluminum plates and separating them while they are still hot 
we started to produce a fluid elastic shape. Upon the right cooling process, the acrylic can act as a compression element. It is the elastic quality of hot acrylic that allows it to form and take a random shape. Using the door Hinge joint help us to have two angular aluminum surfaces. This combination al-
lows us to shape the acrylic while it is involved in the porosity of aluminum.  

Macro Level
All about the argument of this proposal is defining a converse behavior. 
metaphorically acrylic  plastic starts to elastically take a shape in which pretends 
the tension behavior. By freezing the warm acrylic through time, it starts to stiffen 
operating as a compression element.  This converse behavior helps the whole 
structure remain stand while it is linearly distribute all of the loads on three points. 
Three points are the connection of porous aluminum surfaces with the ground. 

2205181758-90241150

Initial Component(Allusion Porous Aluminium) 

Hinge Joint

Hing Joint Axis 

Acrylic on Tension Acrylic on Pressure

Allusion Porous Aluminium

Twisted Alluminium Surfaces to React with Acrylic Structure Stands On Three Points

Component Studies- Hight And Form 
Evaluation

A CONVERSE BEHAVIOUR

Epoxi

Research Through Fabrication                                  
When it came to propose a research base approach in fabrication through digital approaches,  our approach remained on understanding the essence of 
materials in a bottomed up process. It started from researches through various materials, joints, colors, textures, smell, melting temperature. Because of under-
standing material behavior while they are converting from one condition to another, their reactions with neighbor material was the next question to figure out.   
Expansions and shrinkage and their connection systems was also a very main criteria to research for. 

Applied Competiotn Entry | Mahdi Alibakhshian



The  Wanda Plaza competition was the first project that I tack-
led at PCPA. The problem was redesigning a commercial cen-
tre which was initially designed as a base by a local practice 
in China. The local firm issued a very general conservative pro-
gram, plan and foundation structure and forwarded the project 
to us to see how we can apply an architectural approach which 
can present this project beyond the mere commercial centre.                                                                                                                                        
To tackle this project, I studied the potential geometrical, func-
tional and programmatic qualities of the base design to see 
what are the right armature to explore innovation in behav-
iour of the circulations in the plans as well bringing identical 
quality in the project. Two oval and circular arrangements of 
main lobbies at the two ends of the linear  organization  of 
the retails stores had potential to redefine the main argu-
ment for interior architecture as well as exterior envelope. 
Bridging levels by connecting ramp bridges as well as pla-
nar passage sides  that are connecting sides are breaking 
down the huge scale of spatial quality in the interior plans, 
bringing the spatial monumental character in the interior spa
ce.                                                                                                                                                                   

Professional Collaboration | Pelli Clark Pelli Architects | Principal Designer: Bill Butler | Designer In charge: Mahdi Alibakhshian

Wanda Plaza Competition Entry - China  



Professional Collaboration | Pelli Clark Pelli Architects | Principal Designer: Bill Butler | Designer In charge: Mahdi Alibakhshian

Yantian Gateway Building(SD-DD) - China  

Yantian Gateway building is one of  the designs that was perfectly in continuation of  my 
design philosophy. The simple program of  gateway kiosk allowed me to define for curved 
twisted columns that are oriented in different direction. The oriented twisted columns 
are standing via the tensional horizontal cables that are fitted in horizontal louvres. It is 
within such simple diagram, the complex geometry is able to stand balanced as the gravity 
point is exactly defined as the centre of  volume helping the two  cantilevered side stay 
balanced. 
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MOUNTAIN

EXPO

OCEAN

THE PATH AS PROMENADE
The movement of people in and through and back out is 
fundamental and irreducible for any exhibit space.  The HMG 
Pavilion diffuses the path into a series of discoveries, ones which 
engage the senses and challenge the way one interacts with art 
and information.

THE PATH OF DISCOVERY
Each gallery sets the stage for discovery by engaging the viewer 
with the unexpected.
Theater Gallery : A theater becomes a stage where the objects 
join the audience
Hanging Gallery : A gallery floor is completely opened up with 
all exhibits hanging down from the ceiling giving flexibility to the 
ground while providing an infrastructure from top down.
Capsule Gallery : A gallery of partitioned rooms reconfigures as a 
maze or slides down or up to engage viewers above or below. This 
allows differences to coexist, where multiple curatorial strategies 
can prevail, and where intimate scales can be presented.

WRAPPING THE PATH
The form of the path is a gesture extending out to a larger public 
and wrapping into itself. This form engages program within and 
views without.  The form as a helix connotes motion and also the 
containment of motion.  The skin is a metal mesh – it alludes to 
Hyundai’s industry but also manages to elevate itself to create 
beauty in its texture and shadow. The mesh can pull, twist and 
part, it covers and reveals – it accommodates architecture and is 
architecture.  It breathes but can also frame as it contains.

A PROMENADE OF PATHS
A culture is created when a society regards excellence in its arts 
and pusuits.  Hyundai aims at creating a culture that transcends 
the car - it will create its Premium and the world will judge it and 
decide.  Its architecture must also relate - it needs to conflate 
art and the everyday and discover itself to be excellent.  We 
pursue this path by moving the path from outside to within and 
around itself as its own skin - the path creates possibilities.
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Professional Corporations
Nadaaa.Inc(Office dA)
Principal Designer: Nader Tehrani
1920 Washington St, Boston, 02118MA
T: +1(617)442-6232   
Email: ntehrani@nadaaa.com
Associated Projects From 2010
- Ordos Residential Complex
- Fateh House- Washington DC
- Hyundai Pavilion South Korea
- Parcel 9 Multiplex in Boston
- MIT +150 anniversary installation
- Porto Rico National Muesume 

Professional Collaboration | Nadaaa(Office dA) | Principal Designer: Nader Tehrani  | Designers in charge: Richard Lee- Mahdi Alibakhshian

The Path as Promenade
The movement of people in and through and back out is fundamental 
and irreducible for any exhibit space. The HMG Pavilion discuses the 
path into a series of discoveries, ones which engage the senses and chal-
lenge the way one interact with art and information.
The path of discovery
Each gallery sets the stage for discovery by engaging the viewer with 
unexpected.
Theatre Gallery , Hanging gallery  and Capsule Gallery. This allows 
differences to coexist, where multiple curatorial strategies can prevail, 
and where intimate scales can be presented.
Wrapping the path
The form of the path is gesture extending out to a larger public and 
wrapping into itself. This form engages program within and views with-
out. The form as a helix connotes motion and also the containment of 
motion, The skin is a metal mesh - it alludes to Hyundai’s industry but also 
manages the elevate itself to create beauty in its texture and shadow. 
Aside developing level plans through testing of various strategies, my 
role in this process was applying a parametric mesh which can pull, twist 
and part. It covers and reveals - it accommodate architecture and is 
architecture. It  breathes but can also frame as it contains. 
A promenade of path
A culture is created when a society regards excellence in its arts and 
pursuits. Hyundai aims at creating a culture that transcends the car - it 
will create its premium and the world will judge it and decide. Its ar-
chitecture must also relate - it needs to conflate art and the everyday 
and discover itself to be excellent. We pursue this path by moving the 
path from outside to within and around itself as its own skin - the path 
creates possibilities.



NADAAA | 1920 WASHINGTON ST NO 2 BOSTON MA 02118 |T: +1(617)442-6232 | F 617.541.5535 | NADAAA.COM

Professional Collaboration | Nadaaa, Inc| Principal Designer : Nader Tehrani | Desiner in Charge: Ryan Mourphy-Mahdi Alibakhshian

WHERE NEIGHBOURHOODS MEET HOTEL AT CORNER OF WASHINGTON STREET(URBANICA + 
NADAAA + D/R/E/A/M + LANDWORKS 
THE COMBINED-USE BUILDING PROPOSED FOR THE PARCEL 9 DEVELOPMENT INCLUDES A 150-ROOM 
HOTEL, GROUND- FLOOR COMMERCIAL, RESTAURANT AND COMMUNITY SPACE, 52 UNITS OF MIXED-IN-
COME HOUSING, AND UNDERGROUND PARKING FOR 139 CARS. THE BLOCK WAS DESIGNED TO CREATE 
AN URBAN EDGE ALONG MELNEA CASS, APPROPRIATE FOR A BOULEVARD, AND AT A SCALE IN CONTEXT 
WITH DUDLEY SQUARE. 
WHILE CONTEMPORARY IN SPIRIT, THE BUILDING’S UPPER BAYS REFERENCE THE WINDOWED FACADES OF 
HISTORIC BOSTON. 
PROPOSING VARIUS SCHEME, MY ROLE ON THIS PROPOSAL WAS DEVELOPING THE FACADE SYSTEM, 
HOUSING LEVELVV PLANS FROM UNITS TO THE NEIGHBOURHOOD, RENDERING AND PRESENTATION IN A 
GROUP OF THREE MEMBERS. 



Fateh House
Client: Hossein Fateh
Status: Construction
Fateh house is a renovation of a 1920 building tackling a new program as well as new design at the level of furniture and interior design. Apart from the interior detailed 
parts, garage and gym are the extension part of the old building.
Apart from the interior functional usage  of parking, the idea for the garage extension  is its integration with the landscape around. Therefore we applied GSKY  green wall 
system to  continue the landscape grass  all the way to the garage roof via the garage’s oriented wall. My role was designing/developing the extension part tackling SD, DD 
and CD.  

Professional Collaboration | Nadaaa, Inc | Principal Designer: Nader Tehrani | Designer in Charge: Harry Lowd-Mahdi Alibakhshian



KKA- Garden Center
In King Abdoulah master plan proposal, four main centres which serve the 
city at four different location are considered as hearts of the city.
 Gate way centre, stone city, science city and the garden centre are the 
four quarter which feed the subdivided extension to generate the city. The 
science and academy quarter is the first phase of the city which contains 
the needed programmatic seeds to develop the whole city. Gate way cen-
tre and Stone city are considered as the main entrance and commercial 
part. 
The garden quarter is situated at the base of the side wide wadi system. 
It brings together the infra structure of agriculture, waste processing, bio 
energy production and ecology to needed to activate the lower and up-
per richer of wadi. It designed to restore indigenous desert ecology in 
between.
Considering the programmatic, infrastructure and landscape concerns my 
role was tackling the design of Garden Centre with all its related issues. 
During this process I was supported by Nick Sweet from Barton Willmore 
and Buro Happoldand in the infra structure programmatic locations. 

Professional Collaboration | Koetterkim & Associates | Principal Designers: Fred Koetter - Susi Kim | Designer in charge: Mahdi Alibakhshian



Considering the limited width of Golfam street, and the compact adjacent 
buildings, and also regarding the clients preference to have four small office 
units in each floors, the main concept of the project was to provide suitable 
access, light and fresh air to all units. As a result, the main space such as lob-
bies, waiting halls and office rooms were located next to the created void 
and utility service space wee organized in two long and narrow straps next 
to the outer casing of the building.
In this building design process, I was project mananager from it’s initial di-
gramatic sketch till final constructive plan prepering phase. By Initiating the 
construction process, I had to give up due to my immigrate to the US for 
pursuing my education.

Golfam Office Building
Area: 1300 sqm
Status: Ongoing Construction

FLUID MOTION | Principal Designer: Rza Daneshmir | T: +98_21_88752330  |  F:+98_21_88752310 | E: fluidmotiona@yahoo.com | www.fma-co.com

Professional Collaboration | Fluid Motion Architects| Principal designer : Reza Daneshmir | Designer in charge: Iman Nedaei - Mahdi Alibakhshian



Approach
Our approach seeks to the notion of growing a biological organic shape in an aquarium. As flows of water affect the growth evolutions of the submarine 
shapes, this simulation system takes it shape through internal and external effects. Internal effects are those which initiate from the heart of system growing 
up through a distinguished nonlinear random aggregation of components.  
At the micro level, components are the composition of Lamla forms which took their shape through the composition of 4 geometrical 2D plywood plates at-
tached with some concise connective details. They start to branch via the random logic of L-system. Meaning if we consider each connection as A, B and C , 
connective branches which seek their proper pair to connect under the shadow of external effects. The more growth systems improve, the more it reaches to 
an invisible boundary which the system starts to be attracted to some surrounded points. These points can be considered as external effects which produce 
a fluid form at macro level.

LAMDA
Apomechaned Algorithmic Workshop
Athens, Greece, Summer 2010
In Collaboration with Giovanni, Panos
Instructors: Roland Snooks, Ezio Blasetti



Digital Ceramics
Penn School of Design _ Spring2010
Mahdi Alibakhshian 
Instructore: Jenny Sabin

Approach
It was probably the attractive ambiguity of combination of two words, ceramic and digital that encouraged me to choose Digital Ceramic course at 
school of design at university of Pennsylvania. In this course, rather than working with geometrical or simple forms, we push our mind one step to digital 
shapes in a way that we can really build it. At z, ceramic is known as an underutilized building material with unique properties which its quality could 
not be found in materials like wood, steel, concrete, etc. Isn’t it a giant leap to modernize the popular technology with current facilities to make it far 
more amazing? The answer would be positive especially when it is mingled with new applications of 3d printing technology which help us to bring any 
digital model to the physical world. This PDF  is going to present how a wall takes its shape on the local scale as component brick part and whole scale 
as a  big wall . Apart from Jenny Sabin, It was probably the attractive ambiguity of combination of two words, ceramic and digital that encouraged 
me to choose Digital Ceramic course at school of design at university of Pennsylvania.



Mixing Spaces
Project Site: Tehran- Iran
Date of Project: Fall2006
Project Type: MA Studio
Function: Metro Station
Studio Critique: Dr.. Amir Saeid Mahmoodi - Dr Eini Far



Research Studio
Iran’s pavilion in Expo 2015
Penn School of Design-Spring2010
Instructor: Homa Farjadi - Frank Gustave



Design Approach
Can really Architecture inspire it’s origin from something beyond 
architecture itself? I Analyzed the way this  Pablo Picasso’s paint-
ing is in both concept and composition. It was appointed to a 
cubism painting which never focus the views sight to a designat-
ed point and float  viewers’ eyes  to discover its different deep 
perspective from different point of view. As  the painting is main-
tained its human portrait, creative texture covers it. Therefore 
the base was cut according to the site an analysis and energy 
lines to shape the primitive outlines of design process
Bus terminal which is considered to be functional rather than for-
mal, keeps its formal meaning with functional necessity of project. 
So the longitude structure of plan is at service functional needs    
 

Cubism’s  interpretation
Project Site: Mashhad - Iran
Date of Project: Fall2004
Project Type: BA Studio
Function: Bus Terminal
Studio Critique: Dr.. Khosro Afzalian



All of which raises the question, if evolution didn’t see fit to endow ants with the computational powers of the human brain, how did they become such a 
dominant presence on the planet? Saw these ghostly like structure with nearly ten thousand known species, ants rival modern humans in their global reach.
Local turns out to be the key term in understanding the power of swarm logic or multi agents evolution. We tried to see emergant behavior in systems 
like ant colonies when the individual agents in the system pay attention to their immediate neighbors rather than wait for orders from above. They think 
locally and act locally, but their collective action produce general complex behavior.
A universal matrix that is self generating and self-organizing with its own autonomy and will to being.” We very well, may be growing buildings through 
the design and mutation of code in the near future!
In this seminar we reached to a certain number of forms in a catalogue which  created from some interesting moment of algorithmic emergence.

Antitecture
Research Seminar Project
Form and Algorithm - Fall2009
Penn School of Design
In Association with Liwen Mao
Instructors:   Cecil Balmond
                  Roland Snooks
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Mahdi Alibakhshian holds masters in Advanced Architectural design from University of  Pennsylvania 
where he studied on a Fulbright Gray Steel scholarship, University of  Tehran (M.Arch) and Azad Uni-
versity of  Mashhad (B.Arch). In Tehran, he won the national award for designing the Iran’s industrial 
Trade Centre competition, entrance building for Tarbiat Modares University. Prior to work at PCPA, 
Mahdi has considerable experience in the design and construction of  high profile projects while 
working in the offices of  NADAAA,  and Fluid Motion Architects  in Tehran. Aside practicing architec-
ture, he operated as review critique at Yale, Penn and Northeastern school of   architecture. Mahdi’s 
Design research area is focused on understanding the quality of  materials applying computational 
techniques for achieve complex geometrical systems in different scales.


